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Abstract
The mucus layer acts as a selective diffusion barrier that has an important effect on the
efficiency of drug delivery systems in the human body. In this regard, currently the drug
nanocarriers of various sizes and compositions are being widely developed to study their
mucoadhesive properties i.e., the ability to interact with mucin. However, the effective interaction
of drug composition with mucin does not guarantee the success due to the fact that there is a further
barrier in the form of epithelial cells retained by calcium ions under the mucus layer. In this work,
the interaction of mucin (porcine gastric mucin) with calixarenes is considered for the first time.
The study of interaction between calixarenes, mucin and calcium ions by a complex of
physicochemical methods showed that effective interaction with mucin requires cationic
fragments, and binding with calcium is realized due to anionic fragments in the calixarene
structure. Therefore, the combination of different chemical groups in the structure of drug
nanocarrier plays an important role in successful mucosal drug delivery. Taking into account the

wide possibilities of synthetic modification of the macrocyclic platform, calixarenes can find the
application in the drug delivery across mucous barriers.
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1. Introduction
The properties of mucosal surfaces are governed by the presence of mucin glycoproteins,
which are secreted by specific epithelial cells. The epithelial cells are held together with the help
of tight junctions, which contain calcium ions.6 Hence, the development of drug nanocontainers
capable of interacting with mucins and calcium ions is of special interest. Moreover, recently the
ability of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus to bind to mucosal epithelial cells was
discovered, which forms the main target site of corona-virus infections.7 This indicates that
disruption of the mucus barrier for improved drug delivery to underlying cells is an important
property of drug nanocarriers to penetrate the mucosal epithelial cells.
Supramolecular compositions involving macrocyclic molecules are of particular interest
not only due to their ability for molecular recognition, but also as precursors for developing novel
nanomaterials for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. Since the important directions in
the development of nanomedicine are targeted drug delivery using nanoparticles and controlled
release of drug from nanoparticles to target without damaging the surrounding tissues, it can be
assumed that the use of macrocycles, which can be modified by certain chemical groups, is highly
promising for these purposes. Among different macrocyclic compounds, calixarenes are identified
as the widely investigated molecular scaffolds in supramolecular chemistry.8 The most commonly
studied calix[4]arenes have four phenolic units linked in the cyclic structure by methylene
groups.9,10 These phenolic moieties can freely rotate along the methylene bridge, and
calix[4]arenes can adopt several interconvertible conformations. The advantages of calixarenes
include their synthetic versatility, and also rigid architecture.11 Calix[4]resorcinols, the products
of condensation of resorcinol and aldehyde, represent an example of macrocycles with a rigid
structure. The substitution of upper and lower rims of calix[4]resorcinol restrict the conformations
of the macrocycle. Similar to calix[4]resorcinols, calix[4]resorcinol cavitands have a molecular
cavity formed by four aromatic resorcinol moieties, but they are more conformationally rigid due
to the bridging of oxygen atoms of the adjacent aromatic rings.12
For the modification of mucoadhesive systems, cyclodextrins are sometimes used as drug
delivery systems.13 Encapsulation of hydrophobic drugs in the cavity of cyclodextrins allows
preparing water-soluble dosage forms, which favorably affects the therapeutic effect. There are
also some studies demonstrating the potential porphyrins14 and crown ethers6 for transmucosal

drug delivery. While porphyrin molecules only provided the cancer targeting, polyether molecules
not only increased the water solubility of the drug, but also extracted calcium ions from the corneal
epithelium, which weakened the tight junctions of epithelial cells, enhancing drug penetration into
the cornea in vitro.
Considering the possibilities of modifying the rims of the calixarene platform with various
functional groups, these macrocycles offer an excellent class of materials to develop novel
mucoadhesive drug delivery systems. It is surprising that so far no one has studied the interaction
of mucin with calixarene derivatives. In the present paper, we investigated the amphiphilic
calix[4]resorcinols bearing viologen groups (VC5, VC10) and calix[4]resorcinol bearing acetate
groups (AC10) at the upper rims (Figure 1) for their ability to interact with mucin, to bind caffeine
(a water-soluble model drug), and to form complexes with calcium ions.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Chemicals and reagents
Calix[4]resorcinols VC5, VC10, and AC10 were synthesized according to previously
reported procedures15,16. Mucin, from porcine stomach (Type III, bound sialic acid 0.5-1.5%,
partially purified powder, Sigma-Aldrich), caffeine (Sigma-Aldrich), calcium chloride of
chemically pure grade, phosphate buffered saline, PBS (tablet, pH 7.4 at 25 0C, Sigma-Aldrich),
and D2O (99.9 atom% D, Carl Roth GmbH) were used as received. Sample solutions were prepared
in deionized water (18.2 MΩ) obtained from a Millipore Direct-Q 5 UV water purification system.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1 NMR spectroscopy
All NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker AVANCE(III)-500 spectrometer. The
spectrometer was equipped with a Bruker multinuclear z-gradient inverse probe head capable of
producing gradients with strength of 50 G cm-1. All experiments were carried out at 303±0.2 K.
Chemical shifts were reported relative to HDO (4.7 ppm) as an internal standard.
The Fourier transform pulsed-gradient spin-echo (FT-PGSE) experiments17–19 were
performed by BPP-STE-LED (bipolar pulse pair–stimulated echo–longitudinal eddy current
delay) sequence20. Data were acquired with a 50.0 and 75.0 ms diffusion delay, with bipolar
gradient pulse duration from 1.4 to 4.2 ms (depending on the system under investigation), 1.1 ms
spoil gradient pulse (30%) and a 5.0 ms eddy current delay. The bipolar pulse gradient strength
was varied incrementally from 0.01 to 0.32 T/m in 16 steps. The temperature was set and controlled
at 303K with a 640 l/h airflow rate in order to avoid any temperature fluctuations owing to sample
heating during the magnetic field pulse gradients.

The diffusion experiments were performed at least three times and only the data with the
correlation coefficients of a natural logarithm of the normalized signal attenuation (ln I/I0) as a
function of the gradient amplitude b = γδg2(-δ/3) (γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, g is the pulsed
gradient strength,  is the time separation between the pulsed-gradients, δ is the duration of the
pulse) higher than 0.999 were included. Experimental data were processed with the Bruker
TopSpin software package (version 3.2). The diffusion constants were calculated by exponential
fitting of the data belonging to individual columns of the pseudo 2D matrix. Single components
have been assumed for the fitting routine. All separated peaks were analyzed and the average
values were taken.
The pulse programs for all NMR experiments were taken from the Bruker software library.
2.2.2. Fluorescence spectroscopy
Fluorescence measurements were recorded using a Hitachi F-7100 Fluorescence
Spectrophotometer equipped with a xenon lamp source, a 10 mm path length quartz cell and a
thermostat bath. Steady state fluorescence spectra were recorded in the range of 275–440 nm upon
excitation at 270 nm at 25°C. Excitation and emission slits widths were 5/5 nm. The changes in
the emission spectra of PGM at a constant concentration of 0.05 mg/ml were monitored in titration
series with a gradual increase in concentration (0, 0.17, 0.33, 0.5, 0.66, 0.83, 1 µM) of the added
caffeine, VC5, VC5–caffeine, VC10, VC10–caffeine, AC10, or AC10–caffeine. Binary systems
(VC5–caffeine, VC10–caffeine, and AC10–caffeine) were taken in equimolar ratio.
2.2.3. UV-Vis Spectroscopy
The UV-Vis spectra were recorded on Spectrophotometer Specord 250 Plus (Analytik Jena
AG, Germany) at 25°С. Measurements were carried out in quartz cells with pathway lengths l =
1.0. The UV measurements were in the range of 200–500nm.
2.2.4. Dynamic light scattering
The size of the aggregates was determined by dynamic light scattering on a Zetasizer Nano
instrument (Malvern Instruments, UK). The source of laser radiation was a He-Ne gas laser with
a power of 4 mW and a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The temperature of the scattering cell was
maintained at 25 °C. Each sample was measured three times and the particle size distribution was
recorded. Values reported as mean ± standard deviation of the experimental triplicates.
All scatter data were processed using Malvern Zetasizer software.
2.2.5. Preparation of PGM samples
The PGM aqueous solution was prepared by adding PGM to deionized water in a
concentration of 0.05 mg/mL (for fluorescence spectroscopy) and 1 mg/mL (for turbidimetry). The
dispersion was stirred for 2 h and sonicated for 10 min at room temperature. The PGM dispersion
with a concentration of 1 mg/mL was additionally centrifuged for 5 min at 1000 rpm. The

supernatant was recovered and used in experiments. All PGM dispersions were freshly prepared
before each experiment.
2.2.6. Turbidimetric titration
The interactions between PGM and calix[4]resorcinols VC5, VC10, AC10 in the absence
and in the presence caffeine were investigated by turbidimetric titration according to21. The
solution of 1mg/mL calix[4]resorcinol or 1mg/mL calix[4]resorcinol–0.6 mM caffeine (equimolar
ratio) were added to 1mg/mL of the PGM dispersion stepwise and the turbidity (absorption, A) of
the samples was measured after each step by UV-Vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength λ=500
nm. A turbidimetric study of the interaction of calix[4]resorcinol VC5 or VC10 with
calix[4]resorcinol AC10 was carried out as follows: to a solution of VC5 or VC10 (0.1 mM) in
water was added an aqueous solution of AC10 (1 mM) stepwise and the turbidity (absorption, A)
of the samples was measured after each step by UV-Vis spectrophotometer at a wavelength λ=500
nm. All experiments were repeated in triplicate and the turbidity values are reported as mean ±
standard deviation of the experimental triplicates.

3. Results and discussion
The choice of viologen derivatives carrying a positive charge was guided by the fact that
sialic acids have a negative charge at neutral pH values and is present as a monosaccharide
fragment in mucins of epithelial tissue.22 It can be assumed that the viologen groups of
calix[4]resorcinol can interact with mucin through electrostatic interactions. Acetate derivative of
calix[4]resorcinol can act as hydrogen bond acceptors when interacting with hydroxyl groups23 in
the saccharide moieties of mucin. Moreover, calix[4]resorcinol derivatives perfectly bind metal
ions24, and according to the principle of hard and soft acids and bases25, the acetate groups have a
high affinity for calcium ions.
3.1. Complexation of macrocycles with caffeine and calcium chloride. To establish the possibility
of complexation of viologen calix[4]resorcinols (VC5, VC10) and acetate decyl calix[4]resorcinol
AC10 with caffeine and CaCl2, 1H NMR spectra of double calix[4]resorcinol–caffeine systems
and ternary calix[4]resorcinol–caffeine–CaCl2 systems at ratios of 1:1 and 1:1:10, respectively,
were recorded. Viologen calix[4]resorcinols VC5, VC10 in D2O have acidic pH values of 3.8 and
3.4, respectively, and the addition of caffeine to the solutions of these macrocycles caused a slight
increase in pH by 0.5 units to 4.3 and 3.9, respectively. According to the literature data26, caffeine
is in a neutral form at 4 <pH <10, therefore, in order to exclude the effect of its protonation on
changes in chemical shifts in NMR spectra, for systems with viologen calix[4]resorcinols, we used
a phosphate buffer, which maintained a pH level of 7.4 in solutions. These conditions allow us to
compare NMR spectra with each other, and the change in the chemical shifts of protons can only

be attributed to the process of complexation. Acetate calix[4]resorcinol AC10, binary AC10–
caffeine, and ternary AC10–caffeine–CaCl2 systems in D2O have a pH of 8.4, which makes it
possible to analyze the changes in chemical shifts of protons in their spectra without using a buffer.
In the 1H NMR spectrum of the binary system of viologen calix[4]resorcinol VC5 with
caffeine, the maximum changes in chemical shifts were recorded for methylene protons H10 in
the alkyl fragments of calix[4]resorcinol adjacent to the bridging methylene proton by ∼0.06 ppm,
while the chemical shifts of the caffeine protons change insignificantly (Figure S1). In contrast to
previous studies focused on the complexation between caffeine and calix[4]resorcinols with
various alkyl (ethyl-, propyl-, nonyl-) fragments27, the chemical shifts in the spectrum of binary
system relative to individual ones is probably associated with the complexation of caffeine with a
calixarene VC5 due to CH-π-interaction between methylene fragments of the macrocycle and
aromatic rings of caffeine. It should be noted that in ref28, the formation of a complex was observed
due to the partial inclusion of the methyl group of caffeine in the cavity of the macrocycle and
multiple hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl oxygen atoms of caffeine and the hydroxyl groups
of the macrocycles, while the alkyl chains did not participate in the complexation. Probably, the
absence of hydroxyl groups in the structure of VC5 leads to the binding of caffeine by the lower
rim alkyl chains near the bridging methylene proton. Considering the literature data for
calix[4]resorcinol with pentyl tails on the lower rim29–32, these macrocycles are characterized by
the formation of supramolecular head-to-tail aggregates. In our case, the aggregates of VC5 retain
their morphology upon binding with caffeine, which is reflected in downfield shift of the protons
of the pentyl chain.
In the ternary VC5–caffeine–CaCl2 system, the signals of methylene proton H10 and
terminal methyl proton H14 in the alkyl fragments of calixarene VC5 are shifted downfield by
∼0.04 ppm and ∼0.02 ppm, respectively. The changes in the proton chemical shifts of viologen
fragments of VC5 and caffeine are insignificant (by ∼0.01 ppm). Nevertheless, based on changes
in the chemical shifts of VC5 in the presence of caffeine and calcium chloride, it can be assumed
that the macrocycle–caffeine complex interacts with calcium ions. The binding of calcium ions
can be realized due to bridging oxygen atoms or cation-π-interaction with aromatic fragments33.
According to dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements the individual caffeine
molecules do not form aggregates in aqueous solution. The molecules of VC5 with the
concentration of 1 mM form large aggregates of ∼319±8 nm (Figure S2), which are organized in
a manner of head‐to‐tail orientation and morphology32. The addition of 1 mM caffeine to 1 mM
calix[4]resorcinol VC5 does not lead to any noticeable changes in the particle size distribution
compared to individual VC5, which indicates the preservation of the structure of aggregates in
binary system. The DLS data for ternary VC5–caffeine–CaCl2 system also show the unimodal

distribution of particles with an average size of ∼305±18 nm. Thus, the changes revealed in the
chemical shifts in the NMR spectra for these systems indicate the interaction of VC5 with caffeine
and their complex with calcium ions, which are not accompanied by the destruction of mixed
aggregates.
In the case of viologen calix[4]resorcinol with decyl fragments VC10, the binding with
caffeine was not observed. In the spectrum of the binary VC10–caffeine system the changes of
chemical shifts are insignificant. However, in the ternary VC10–caffeine–CaCl2 system, a shift of
the bridging protons H7 by ∼0.04 ppm is observed, which is obviously due to the binding of
calcium ions by oxygen-containing bridging fragments of the macrocycle. In the system with
macrocycle VC5 this proton changes by only ∼0.01 ppm, which indicates the better binding
capacity of VC10 with respect to calcium ions. The weaker binding of calcium ions by
calix[4]resorcinol with pentyl fragments VC5 may be due to the above mentioned ability of VC5
to form head-to-tail aggregates, when alkyl tails enter the calixarene cavity of an adjacent
molecule, thereby preventing the complexation of bridging oxygen with calcium. Macrocycle
VC10 with decyl fragments at a concentration above 0.2 mM forms vesicular particles, where
hydrophobic interactions prevail32; therefore, bridging oxygen does not have steric hindrances to
binding metal ion.
The decyl derivative VC10 and its binary system with caffeine form large aggregates with
an average size of ∼250±57 and 308±37 nm, respectively, similar to calix[4]resorcinol with pentyl
fragments VC5. However, the addition of a ten-fold excess of calcium in the ternary system leads
to a sharp decrease in particle size to ∼4±0.2 nm and a slight decrease in the polydispersity index
(from 0.461 to 0.397), which differs significantly from the results for the ternary VC5–caffeine–
CaCl2. The decrease in particle size is apparently caused by the binding of calcium to
calix[4]resorcinol VC10 and the destruction of large aggregates. The vesicular structure of VC10
aggregates is the most preferable for binding calcium ions due to the steric accessibility of bridging
oxygen atoms. The binding of calcium to VC10 causes significant disruption of aggregates, which
correlates with NMR spectroscopy data for the ternary VC10–caffeine–CaCl2 system where a
noticeable chemical shift of H7 protons was observed in contrast to the binary system. Thus, the
hydrophobicity of viologen calix[4]resorcinol cavitands determines not only the morphology of
the aggregates they form, but also their ability to bind calcium ions, which depends on the shape
of the aggregates. The stacking model of self-assembly sterically hinders the pathway of calcium
ions to the upper rim, namely to the bridging oxygen atoms. The shape of the vesicular aggregates
with alkyl tails inside the bilayer and headgroups oriented towards the aqueous phase favors metal
binding. However, when calcium chloride is added to the spherical aggregates of VC10, not only
calcium ions, but also its counterpart chloride, which can electrostatically compensate positively

charged viologen groups, is involved in binding with VC10, resulting either in the destruction of
aggregates or their morphological rearrangement.
For the system of acetate decyl calix[4]resorcinol AC10 with caffeine in the NMR
spectrum, the maximum change in chemical shifts compared to the spectra of individual
compounds is observed for the proton signals of alkyl fragments of calix[4]resorcinol AC10 and
methyl proton of caffeine H2 by ∼0.03 ppm (Figure S5). In addition, the signals of H1, H3, and
H5 of macrocycle AC10 are shifted by ∼0.02 ppm. Thus, the caffeine molecule can interact with
the viologen derivatives VC5 and VC10, as well as acetate derivative of calix[4]resorcinol AC10,
but the revealed relatively small changes in chemical shifts in the NMR spectra of binary systems
indicate their weak interaction, which does not allow us to determine the stoichiometry of
complexes between macrocycles and caffeine by the Job method. Further study of ternary system
of macrocycle AC10 with caffeine and a ten-fold excess of calcium chloride showed that in
contrast to viologen macrocycles, the acetate derivative of calix[4]resorcinol AC10 form a strong
complex with CaCl2, which precipitate within a few hours in NMR tube (Figure S6). The NMR
spectrum of the ternary system shows only the presence of caffeine signals in the solution (Figure
S5), which means the entire amount of calix[4]resorcinol AC10 in a complex with CaCl2 is
precipitated. It is known that acetate derivatives are able to form complexes with alkali metals, in
which a metal is involved in bidentate chelate Ocarboxy, Ophenoxy interactions34,35. Apparently, the
presence of eight chelating functional groups in one molecule determines the high binding capacity
of calix[4]resorcinol AC10 towards calcium ions.
In contrast to viologen derivatives, acetate calix[4]resorcinol AC10 at the same
concentration forms much smaller aggregates with a diameter of ∼68±1 nm (Figure S7). With the
addition of caffeine, particles are enlarged to ∼106±27 nm, which indicates that interaction
between AC10 aggregates and caffeine results in larger co-aggregates. The size in the ternary
AC10–caffeine–CaCl2 system was not measured due to its precipitation.
3.2. Interaction with mucin. It is well known that mucins are mixtures of carbohydrate-protein
compounds secreted by the epithelial cells of the mucous membranes of various (respiratory,
digestive, urogenital) tracts, as well as of the submandibular and sublingual salivary glands. The
mucoadhesive properties of viologen calixarenes VC5, VC10, and acetate calixarene AC10 in the
presence of caffeine were evaluated by studying the interaction with mucin (porcine gastric mucin,
PGM) in aqueous solutions. Commercial PGM is widely used as a model mucin21,36–40 due to the
similarities between porcine and human intestinal mucin41. PGM consists of both MUC5AC and
MUC6 and is commonly used to mimic human saliva mucins (MUC5B). The fluorescence
spectroscopy is one of the most common methods for studying the physicochemical properties of
proteins42. The fluorescence properties of proteins are primarily due to tryptophan residues. The

fluorescence emission of tryptophan is very sensitive to the changes in its microenvironment,
especially polarity. In accordance with this, the complexation with low molecular weight
molecules and macromolecules significantly affects the fluorescence spectra of proteins. In order
to minimize the inner filter effect on steady state fluorescence spectra, the maximum concentration
of the investigated compounds was chosen so that the absorption in the UV spectra was ~0.1
(Figure 2). Under these conditions, the fluorescence intensity is constant at each point along the
light path and there is no concentration quenching effect of the compounds on the emission
spectra43.
PGM alone shows a strong fluorescence emission at 350 nm after excitation at 270 nm
which is mainly due to the presence of tryptophan residues. The addition of caffeine at various
concentrations to the PGM at a constant concentration did not lead to a noticeable change in the
emission intensity in the fluorescence spectra. (Figure 3a). However, in the presence of VC5–
caffeine or VC10–caffeine complex, a significant decrease in the peak maximum was observed
(Figure 3c, e), which indicates the interaction of the binary system with PGM. As in42, it can be
assumed that upon binding to mucin, the VC5–caffeine and VC10–caffeine systems change the
microenvironment of tryptophan, which leads to the quenching of PGM fluorescence intensity.
Similarly, the fluorescence intensity of PGM gradually decreased in the presence of viologen
calix[4]resorcinols VC5 or VC10 alone (Figure 3b, d).The addition of acetate calix[4]resorcinol
AC10 alone and in a complex with caffeine at various concentrations to PGM at a constant
concentration resulted in the bathochromic shift with an increase in emission intensity (Figure 3f,
g). Thus, calixarenes VC5, VC10, and AC10 themselves interact with mucin strongly and, in
combination with a drug, the system exhibits also mucoadhesive properties.
Another widely used and reliable method for studying mucoadhesive interactions is
turbidimetry, based on the change in the light intensity when passing through a suspension of
particles44. The study of the interaction of viologen and acetate derivatives of calix[4]resorcinols
VC5, VC10, and AC10 with PGM was also carried out using turbidimetric titration, when the
mucin solution was titrated with a macrocycle solution or binary macrocycle–caffeine (1:1)
system. The turbidity of solutions at various ratios was measured using a UV spectrophotometer
at 500 nm, because at this wavelength there are no absorption bands of calixarenes and caffeine
(Figure 2).
According to turbidimetric data, viologen calixarenes VC5, VC10 and their binary systems
with caffeine show good binding to mucin (Figure 4). The addition of caffeine practically does not
affect the mucin binding. The mucin titration with calix[4]resorcinols VC5, VC10 and their
mixtures with caffeine have one maximum on the turbidity curve at almost the same mass ratio of
[calixarene]/[mucin] ~0.25–0.3. This indicates that viologen calixarenes VC5, VC10 and their

complexes with caffeine are able to bind to mucin due to the electrostatic interaction of positively
charged viologen groups and negatively charged sulfated glycans and sialic acid residues in mucin.
With an increase in the concentration of the viologen macrocycle, the aggregation of mucin
particles is observed first, which is reflected in an increase of absorption, and then, a further
increase in the macrocycle concentration, on the contrary, leads to a decrease of absorption and
disaggregation21.
The turbidimetric titration curves for acetate decyl calixarene AC10 and binary AC10–
caffeine system did not reveal any interaction with mucin (Figure 4). The difference with the
fluorescence spectroscopy data is due to the fact that turbidimetry method is more suitable for
studying catanionic mixtures. Additionally, we decided to check the supramolecular interaction
between mucin and AC10 using NMR diffusion measurements. As previously shown17–19, NMRself-diffusion technique (Fourier transform pulsed-gradient spin-echo (FT-PGSE) experiment) is
sensitive to the formation of aggregates and very powerful method for screening drugs and
characterizing their binding properties. The FT-PGSE experiment was used to determine the selfdiffusion coefficient (Ds) of the components in both individual and mixed systems. Table 1 shows
that Ds of calix[4]resorcinol AC10 decreases by 28% in the presence of mucin, which indicates
their binding. At the same time, it was not possible to determine Ds of mucin in binary AC10–
mucin and ternary AC10–caffeine–mucin mixtures due to the overlapping of signals of the mucin
and macrocycle. However, it was possible to determine Ds of caffeine in ternary AC10–caffeine–
mucin system which is reduced in comparison with the self-diffusion of individual caffeine. The
self-diffusion of caffeine also decreases in a mixture with AC10, indicating the complex formation
between them. In addition, Ds of AC10 does not decrease in the binary AC10–caffeine and ternary
AC10–caffeine–mucin systems. Thus, based on NMR-diffusion data, it can be assumed that AC10
binds to mucin and efficiently interacts with caffeine, but caffeine binding prevents macrocycle
AC10 from interacting with mucin.
The diffusion experiments for systems with viologen calix[4]resorcinols VC5, VC10
confirmed the interaction with mucin, which is in accordance with turbidimetric data. A significant
decrease in Ds of mucin by 0.77·10-10, m2/s was observed in the binary VC5–mucin system (Table
1). It was not possible to determine Ds of mucin in VC10–mucin mixture due to the overlap of
many peaks of mucin with the peaks of macrocycle and caffeine. 1H NMR spectra of these systems
have broad overlapped peaks and the signals of the mucin are disappeared in FT-PGSE spectra.
This phenomenon may be due to the several factors, mainly, very short transverse relaxation times
of the molecules and the exchange between the different positions of components in the binding
site. In addition, a decrease in Ds of caffeine is observed in binary VC5/VC10–caffeine and ternary
VC5/VC10–caffeine–mucin systems, which indicates the binding of caffeine in the systems. Ds of

caffeine in the ternary mixture with VC5/VC10 and mucin is lower than in the binary mixture with
the macrocycle, which probably indicates the competitive binding of mucin and caffeine with the
viologen macrocycles, and VC5 and VC10 molecules bind somewhat more to mucin.
3.3. Investigation of mixed systems based on viologen and acetate derivatives of
calix[4]resorcinol. Taking into account that the acetate decyl calixarene AC10 binds calcium ions
well, and the viologen calixarenes VC5 and VC10 are capable of binding to mucin, we assumed
that the mixing of two different calix[4]arene derivatives would combine these two binding
properties in one system. When VC5 or VC10 is mixed with AC10 in a 1:1 ratio, the solution
becomes cloudy and a precipitate appears. In NMR spectra with such a ratio, no signals are
observed, and a broad hump in a strong field (0 to 1.5 ppm) is recorded. The positively charged
viologen groups of VC5 and VC10 may interact electrostatically with the negatively charged
acetate groups to form a complex. The positive charge is completely compensated at an equimolar
ratio, and it is necessary to give the system a positive charge in order to bind to mucin. In this
regard, systems with a two-fold excess of viologen calixarenes were prepared. In the NMR
spectrum of binary VC5:AC10 system with 2:1 ratio, the signals of only the viologen calixarene
VC5 is recorded with a slight shift of proton signals to ~0.03 ppm in comparison with the spectrum
of individual VC5 (Figure S8).
1

H NMR signals of calixarene VC10 are strongly downshifted in binary VC10–AC10 system with

2:1 ratio as compared to the spectrum of individual VC10 (Figure S9). The maximum shift is
observed for bridging H7 protons by ~0.18 ppm, H11-H18 protons of the decyl fragments by ~0.13
ppm, and methylene protons H6 by ~0.08 ppm, which indicates binding by both the charged
viologen group and the lower rim due to hydrophobic interactions between the alkyl fragments of
the calixarenes VC10 and AC10. The stronger chemical shifts of protons for VC10 as compared
to VC5 indicates the cooperative effect of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions in the
complexation of viologen decyl calix[4]resorcinol VC10 with acetate decyl calix[4]resorcinol
AC10.
Further, the turbidimetric titration curves of VC5 and VC10 by AC10 in water were plotted
(Figure 5), which confirm the formation of joint complexes with stoichiometry 1:1
(calix[4]resorcinol

VC5–calix[4]resorcinol

AC10)

and

2:3

(calix[4]resorcinol

VC10–

calix[4]resorcinol AC10). It is interesting to note that the maximum absorption intensity for
VC10–AC10 system is almost twice as large as that for VC5–AC10 system, which means a
stronger interaction of AC10 with VC10 when compared with VC5. Thus, the hydrophobicity of
the lower rim of viologen calixarenes determines the ability to interact with oppositely charged
amphiphilic AC10, i.e., the longer the alkyl chains of viologen calixarene, the more effective is

the interaction. This result indicates the importance of the hydrophobicity of amphiphilic building
blocks of macrocyclic nature in the design of joint aggregates.
Afterwards, we decided to investigate the ability of mixed systems of VC5 and VC10 with
AC10 to interact with mucin in an aqueous medium, but during the turbidimetric titration of mucin
with a mixture of calixarenes, a precipitate gradually formed, which does not allow us to determine
the absorption intensity at 500 nm correctly. Nevertheless, the presence of a precipitate in the
mixture of calix[4]resorcinols with mucin indicates the interaction of viologen macrocycles with
mucin, despite the joint aggregation with acetate calixarene. To reveal the possibility of calcium
binding by a mixture of viologen and acetate calix[4]resorcinols, the turbidimetric titration of their
mixtures with calcium chloride also was performed. However, the addition of calcium chloride to
the mixtures of viologen macrocycles VC5, VC10 with acetate calixarene AC10 led to the
formation of a precipitate, and the titration curves were not reproduced. It should be noted that,
the greater the proportion of AC10 in the binary mixture, the more precipitate was formed. Thus,
acetate calixarene AC10 in a complex with viologen calixarenes VC5, VC10 retains its binding
capacity for calcium.
As mentioned above, the equimolar mixtures of VC5 and VC10 with AC10 are very
unstable in an aqueous medium and precipitate. To give the system stability and a positive charge
for binding to mucin further we investigated mixed compositions with two and threefold excess of
viologen calixarenes. The sizes of mixed systems based on viologen and acetate derivatives of
calix[4]resorcinol were measured by DLS over time (Figure 6). In binary systems of AC10 with
VC5 and VC10, regardless of the ratio of the components, a high-quality correlation function was
detected (Figure S10-S13), which probably indicates a spherical shape of the aggregates.
Considering the literature data on catanionic mixtures of amphiphiles, it can be assumed that
aggregates of a vesicular shape are formed in the samples studied. The stability of the mixtures
was evaluated for almost a month when stored at room temperature, and Figure 6 shows that the
size of the aggregates VC10–AC10 does not change in the aqueous medium significantly. The
stability of this system can be caused by additional hydrophobic interactions of decyl chains of
calix[4]resorcinols VC10 and AC10, which once again indicates the importance of the
hydrophobic component in the formation of stable amphiphilic structures.

4. Conclusions
This is the first research attempt to elucidate the mucoadhesive properties of calixarene derivatives.
Apparently, for successful interaction with mucin the supramolecular system based on calixarenes
presumably should be multitarget, and therefore this system should contain both cationic and
anionic fragments. The cationic moiety in viologen calix[4]resorcinol is mainly responsible for the

interaction with mucin, and the anionic groups in acetate calix[4]resorcinol are responsible for the
extraction of calcium ions, which will facilitate the permeability of a drug through the epithelial
cells. The main feature of amphiphilic calixarenes used in this work is their spontaneous selfassembly due to non-covalent association, which reduces synthetic efforts in the preparation of
useful nanoobjects with several binding sites. The complexation between viologen and acetate
derivatives of calix[4]resorcinol was achieved by simple mixing of two compounds in water. The
complexes can self-assemble into spherical particles of likely biomimetic vesicular shape. The
dependences of turbidimetric titration have shown the strong electrostatic interaction between the
viologen calix[4]resorcinol VC10 and acetate calix[4]resorcinol AC10 with porcine gastric mucin.
The weaker interaction between calix[4]resorcinols VC5 and AC10 indicates that the
hydrophobicity of the lower rim of viologen calixarenes determines the ability to interact with
oppositely charged acetate calixarene AC10, i.e., the longer the alkyl chains of viologen
calixarene, the more effective is the interaction with long-chain amphiphile and the more stable
the joint aggregates. The acetate calixarene AC10 in a complex with viologen calixarenes VC5,
VC10 retains its binding capacity for calcium ions, while VC5 and VC10 in a complex with AC10
are able to maintain interaction with mucin. These results revealed strong affinity of calixarenes
to mucin and enrich the library of mucoadhesive compounds for the development of potential
dosage forms.
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of viologen derivatives VC5, VC10 and acetate derivative AC10 of
calix[4]resorcinol.
Figure 2. UV-Vis absorption spectra of caffeine, VC5, VC10, AC10 at a concentration of 0.001
mM.
Figure 3. Steady state fluorescence spectra of PGM at a constant concentration of 0.05 mg/mL in
the presence of caffeine (a), VC5 (b), VC5–caffeine (c), VC10 (d), VC10–caffeine (e), AC10 (f),
and AC10–caffeine (g); 25 °C.
Figure 4. Turbidimetric titration of 1 mg/mL PGM with 1 mg/mL solution of calix[4]resorcinols
VC5, VC10, AC10 in the absence (dash line) and presence (solid line) of 0.6 mM caffeine.

Figure 5. Turbidimetric titration of 0.1 mM VC5, 0.1 mM VC10 by 1 mM AC10 in aqueous
solution.
Figure 6. Particle size distribution of 0.1 mM VC5–0.033mM AC10, 0.1 mM VC5–0.05mM
AC10, 0.1 mM VC10–0.033mM AC10, and 0.1mM VC10–0.05mM AC10 in aqueous solutions
over time.
Table 1. Self-diffusion coefficients of calix[4]resorcinols (AC10, VC5, VC10), binary
calix[4]resorcinol–mucin, calix[4]resorcinol–caffeine and ternary calix[4]resorcinol–caffeine–
mucin systems determined by FT-PGSE NMR experiments.

Table 1. Self-diffusion coefficients of calix[4]resorcinols (AC10, VC5, VC10), binary calix[4]resorcinol–mucin, calix[4]resorcinol–caffeine and
ternary calix[4]resorcinol–caffeine–mucin systems determined by FT-PGSE NMR experiments.
Ds·10-10, m2/s
calix[4]resorcinol
AC10
1.39±0.08

caffeine

mucin

7.71±0.05

2.02±0.13

Binary AC10–mucin system
1.00±0.09

-

6.73±0.09

VC5
2.26±0.06

caffeine

mucin

7.71±0.05

2.02±0.13

Binary VC5–mucin system
*

Binary AC10–caffeine system
1.41±0.11

calix[4]resorcinol

2.24±0.10

-

2.25±0.10

7.11±0.10

-

Ternary VC5–caffeine–mucin system

1.39±0.14

2.24±0.12

6.67±0.10

*

7.21±0.09

Figure 1

1.02±0.07

caffeine

mucin

7.71±0.05

2.02±0.13

0.95±0.09

-

*

Binary VC10–caffeine system

Ternary AC10–caffeine–mucin system

* impossible to determine Ds of mucin

VC10

Binary VC10–mucin system

1.25±0.24

Binary VC5–caffeine system
-

calix[4]resorcinol

*

1.01±0.10

7.19±0.09

-

Ternary VC10–caffeine–mucin system
0.97±0.13

7.40±0.10

*
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Figure 3

Figure 4
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